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Abstract

Snow layers form during and after accumulation due to the interaction of meteorological and physical processes. It is known that the vertical structure and also the lateral continuity of layers depend on these processes and the boundaries set by the terrain. This study addresses the variations seen among vertical penetration resistance profiles and investigates possible forcings at the basin scale. In the past years we acquired a unique dataset with 613 snow micro-penetrometer (SMP) resistance measurements covering a variety of dry-snow conditions. With recent advances in signal processing all snow layer properties required for snow instability modeling are extracted from a SMP signal so that quantitative metrics of the propensity to failure initiation and crack propagation can be calculated. The modeled values of instability corresponded well with field test results obtained during the measurement campaigns and the verified, local danger. We then analyzed whether snow instability was related to simple drivers such as slope aspect, snow depth, and slope angle. In general, aspect was the most prominent driver as on all field days we found associations of our measures of snow instability with aspect. For ‘old’ slab layers the relation between aspect and snow instability was more pronounced than for recently deposited slab layers. However, the relationships between drivers and our measures of snow instability varied depending on whether we analyzed the single field days separately or jointly. Considering all field days jointly, which reflects mean trends over varying snowpack conditions, slope angle was weakly related to the failure initiation propensity and snow depth to the crack propagation propensity. Our findings suggest that with SMP field measurements differences in snow conditions can be resolved which relate to the failure initiation and crack propagation propensity relevant for snow instability assessment. Our analysis of terrain and snow depth data showed that readily and widely available simple drivers have the potential to enhance snow instability predictions from point measurements at the basin scale.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Classical snow instability observations require an in-depth knowledge on site selection (e.g., Landry et al., 2004; Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010), snow profiling technique and above all interpretation (e.g., Schweizer and Jamieson, 2007). As we often already know the general avalanche conditions within a region, but are interested in local differences, we may look at the drivers responsible for snow instability patterns. The causes (or drivers) of spatial variations in snow instability, and in general of snowpack properties, can be divided into external and internal agents acting during and/or after deposition (Sturm and Benson, 2004). These process drivers include precipitation, wind, radiation, temperature and snow metamorphism; they all cause spatial variations mainly by interacting with terrain (Schweizer et al., 2008b). Whereas at the slope scale, the causes of spatial variations are difficult to explain since typical drivers such as radiation do hardly vary, the problem is perceived to be somewhat less complex at the basin scale (for a definition of scales used in spatial variability studies see Schweizer and Kronholz, 2007). In fact, at the scale of a basin, covering several slopes within a subregion of a valley, it has been shown that, for example, differences in snow depth can be explained to a large extent by the average wind speed, altered by terrain (Schirmer et al., 2011). Just by applying a simple terrain parameter based model (Winstral et al., 2002) they were able to reproduce general snow accumulation patterns at the basin scale. Therefore, we hypothesize that at the basin scale variations of snowpack properties relating to instability may be mainly due to varying topography so that simple drivers such as terrain parameters can be considered instead of the process drivers to explain observed spatial patterns. In contrast, this assumption does not hold at the slope scale, where these variations of topography simply do not exist.

Exploiting simple drivers such as terrain parameters or snow depth for snow instability estimation may be useful when making decisions in the field or interpolating snow instability information. Snow instability assessment is basically based on weighing meteorological conditions such as new snow accumulation, snow temperature and wind with snowpack stratigraphy and terrain (Schweizer et al., 2003a). Accounting for detailed terrain characteristics is key for accurately modeling
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incoming global radiation (Helbig et al., 2010) and thus snow temperatures, but also for assessing snow accumulation which is forced by local, terrain induced winds (Dadic et al., 2010). As both, the radiation balance and snow accumulation are closely tied to terrain parameters, the terrain parameters aspect and slope angle are believed to shape snow instability patterns (Schweizer et al., 2008b). Moreover, slope angle is not only an important parameter of incoming short wave radiation, but also directly determines the stress state within the snowpack. Snow depth is suspected to be an indicator of snow instability, just as recurring snow depth patterns are shaped by terrain and average weather conditions (Grünewald et al., 2010). Above all, simple drivers have the great advantage that they are readily and widely available.

Various studies have investigated associations between snow instability and simple drivers such as slope aspect, snow depth and slope angle. At the slope scale, Campbell and Jamieson (2007) performed Rutschblock (RB) tests on rather uniform slopes with small differences in either aspect, snow depth or slope angle. Their results were mostly inconclusive, as on most slopes they could not find a clear relation between RB score and snow depth, aspect or slope angle. Furthermore, when correlations were present, e.g. for snow depth and slope angle, they were either positive or negative. Birkeland et al. (1995) measured snow strength with a digital resistograph as an indicator of snow instability on two different slopes. Whereas they found no relation between snow depth and snow strength at one site, they suspected less complex terrain characteristics at a second site to cause a significant relation between snow depth and snow strength.

At the regional scale, however, some studies identified relations between snow stability test results or specific snow instability related properties and terrain parameters. Birkeland (2001) was among the first to investigate the dependence of snow instability on terrain and found lower stability results in high elevation north-facing slopes. His results also indicate that differences evolve with time, i.e. variable weather conditions shape the snowpack and introduce terrain driven differences. Schweizer et al. (2003b) analyzed snow instability observations from five periods during a winter season covering a mountain region as well. Among the simple drivers specified above they found that snow depth was the best indicator of snow instability. Assessing the predictive power of meteorological and snowpack properties for observed snow instability, Zeidler and Jamieson (2004) also found snow depth to be a significant driver for instability, which they described with a skier stability index.

At the basin scale, Schweizer et al. (2008a) performed manual observations of snow surface properties and measurements of penetration resistance with the snow micro-penetrometer (SMP) (Schneebeli and Johnson, 1998). With the penetration resistance measurements (four per manual observation) they found a larger amount of variation in snow surface properties than with manual observations indicating that variation depends on measurement support, the area represented by each sample. They also explored the causes of the snow surface hardness variations based on measurements of a nearby automatic weather station. Whereas their analysis of the causes of variability at the slope scale was mainly inconclusive, they observed a general trend to lower penetration resistance in the topmost 2 cm and lower slope-scale variation after a snowfall event and higher resistance and variability during a subsequent period of fair weather.

Buried surface hoar layers can cause widespread avalanching and periods of poor snow stability. Hence, a couple of studies focused on how terrain parameters drive the distribution of surface hoar. Lutz and Birkeland (2011) modeled the radiation budget in forest openings including the sky visibility and found that spatial differences of measured surface hoar size depended thereof. Feick et al. (2007) and Borish et al. (2012) identified a correlation between elevation and surface hoar crystal size and snow instability estimates, which both attributed to local wind regimes. Schweizer and Kronholm (2007), on the other hand, found aspect and slope angle to be more indicative for the presence of surface hoar at the regional scale. Slope angle and aspect were also rated as important drivers of surface hoar formation and persistence by Helbig and van Herwijnen (2012) who modeled surface hoar size in complex terrain based on simple terrain characteristics. Horton et al. (2015) observed surface hoar sizes at a regional scale; they suggested air humidity, wind speed and surface temperature to be responsible for surface hoar formation along elevation bands. Their model results obtained from snow cover modeling coupled to numerical weather prediction output, however, were less conclusive.

In summary, the above mentioned spatial variability studies investigated if simple terrain characteristics or snow depth were associated with either snow instability observations or weak layer properties. In particular cases, such as the formation of surface hoar, drivers were identified. With regard to snow instability, however, weak layer and slab layer properties interact together which complicates the influences of drivers. Currently, it is not clear whether and when differences in snow instability can be explained by simple drivers.

Snow depth distributions in catchments or basins have successfully been modeled, but with a focus on estimating snow water equivalent or ablation rather than on snow instability prediction. Winsstral et al. (2009) obtained realistic snow depth distributions from terrain, vegetation and wind data in catchments of 0.26 km² to 14 km² by including the upwind topography and employing a sheltering index. Mott and Lehning (2010) even included micro-meteorological processes such as preferential deposition and true redistribution and were able to model small-scale deposition patterns, such as dunes and cornices. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) is widely used to measure the spatial distribution of snow deposits (Prokop, 2008) and study ablation rates (Grünewald et al., 2010). Modeled snow distributions have been validated with this technique and exhibited recurring patterns with elevation, slope and aspect being the most important predictors (Grünewald et al., 2013). Grünewald et al. (2010) compared terrestrial and airborne laser scans from the same area and found a deviation of around 10 cm depending on the incident angle of the beam and footprint size. Using LIDAR methods spatial distributions of snow depth can be measured with high spatial resolution. A link between spatial distributions of snow depth and snow instability that could support snow instability mapping in data sparse areas, however, is pending. Also, a detailed comparison between snow instability and terrain parameters seems interesting since digital elevation models are widely available and may enhance spatial snow instability mapping. Both ideas, however, require a method for closely spaced snow instability measurements or spatially distributed snow instability modeling for comparison with LIDAR snow depth measurements or terrain parameters from digital elevation models.

The snow micro-penetrometer offers an objective way to measure snow mechanical properties relevant for slab avalanche release at high spatial resolution (Reuter et al., 2013) and to derive measures of instability (Schweizer and Reuter, 2015). In particular, a recently developed approach to determine the propensity of failure initiation and crack propagation now allows evaluating field measurements of snow stratigraphy in view of snow instability (Reuter et al., 2015). With this approach we are now able to obtain observer independent metrics of snow instability in a rapid way allowing spatial sampling with more than 100 measurements per day—exceeding former frequencies of manual stability observations.

To investigate whether snow instability is tied to simple drivers, we present snowpack and terrain data from five situations in a small basin. For every situation snow instability was derived from more than 100 SMP profiles with the approach described by Reuter et al. (2015) which allows assessing the influence of potential drivers on the propensity of failure initiation and crack propagation separately. The drivers include slope aspect, snow depth and slope angle. Driver data were available at high-resolution for the entire basin from an elevation model with 1 m horizontal resolution and repeated laser scans of the snow surface resulting in snow surface elevation models with the same resolution. Results showed associations between simple drivers and snow instability with potential to support snow instability mapping in data sparse areas.
2. Methods

In the following we describe our field data set, the processing of SMP signals including the derivation of snow instability, the derivation of terrain and snow depth data and the multiple regression analysis of simple drivers.

2.1. Field data

In the winter seasons between 2010 and 2013 we carried out five field campaigns at the Steintälli field site above Davos (Switzerland) under different snow conditions. The field site is located in a bowl draining to the east above a small ski area. The entire sampling area spans about 400 m × 400 m and was divided into 25 cells (Fig. 1) each of which has six measurement locations. Hence, considering the study) of several hundred meters, a variable spacing (the distance between two measurement locations, or the area covered by the study) of several hundred meters, a variable spacing (the distance between measurement locations) ranging from 3 to about 80 m, and a support (the area or volume over which each measurement is integrated) of about 1 cm².

We recorded snow depth, slope angle and aspect of the snow surface at every SMP measurement location. Also, GPS coordinates were recorded at the corner points shown in Fig. 1. Nine manual snow profiles were concurrently observed including snow grain size and type, and hand hardness index. The profiles were complemented with stability tests and provide a valuable benchmark for snow instability. Stability tests included the propagation saw test (Gauthier and Jamieson, 2008b), the extended column test (Simenhois and Birkeland, 2009) and the compression test (Jamieson and Johnston, 1997). On each day, we also verified the avalanche danger forecast based on common field observations such as signs of instability (e.g., Haladuick et al., 2014; Jamieson et al., 2009); the verified danger level is described according to the European avalanche danger scale: low (1), moderate (2), considerable (3), high (4) and very high (5).

2.2. SMP signal analysis

In order to derive snow mechanical properties from SMP penetration resistance profiles, the signal was processed to obtain the characteristic set of microstructural parameters, namely rupture force \( F \), deflection at rupture \( \delta \) and structural element size \( L \) (Löwe and van Herwijnen, 2012). This step involved 2.5 mm moving window averaging with an overlap of 50% and eventually yields a resolution of 1.25 mm. For the sake of shorter computation times we reduced the resolution again and introduced layers. By comparing the SMP signal to the manual snow profiles, with a particular focus on the most critical weakness found in stability tests, every SMP signal was divided into several slab layers, a weak layer and a basal layer. For those layers the average mechanical properties were calculated as follows. Snow density \( \rho \) was derived after Proksch et al. (2014) who refined previous penetration resistance based approaches by including the structural element length \( L \):

\[
\rho = a_1 + a_2 \log(\bar{F}) + a_3 L \log(\bar{F}) + a_4 L
\]

where \( a_i \) are coefficients, \( F \) is the penetration resistance and tilde denotes the median. The weak layer fracture energy \( W_L \) was derived after Reuter et al. (2013) who showed that integrating the penetration resistance over a window of 2.5 mm and taking the minimum across the weak layer yielded plausible values compared with particle tracking velocimetry results of propagation saw tests (van Herwijnen and Heierli, 2010). From the micro-structural parameters, deflection at rupture \( \delta \), structural element size \( L \) and rupture force \( f \), the effective modulus \( E \) and the strength \( \sigma \) were calculated after Johnson and Schneebeli (1999):

\[
E = \frac{f}{\delta L}
\]

\[
\sigma = \frac{f}{L^2}.
\]

Thus, at every SMP measurement location, snow stratigraphy was characterized by the relevant mechanical properties: \( \rho \) and \( E \) for the slab layers, \( W_L \) and \( \sigma_{WL} \) for the weak layer, and \( \rho \) and \( E \) for the basal layers. Following the recently presented approach by Reuter et al. (2015) the failure initiation criterion and the critical crack length were derived as estimates of snow instability.

2.3. Failure initiation criterion

As described by Reuter et al. (2015), a criterion \( S \) describing the likelihood of initiating a failure at the depth of the weak layer was defined as:

\[
S = \frac{\sigma_{WL}}{\Delta \tau},
\]

with \( \sigma_{WL} \) the strength of the weak layer and \( \Delta \tau \) the maximum shear stress within the weak layer due to skier loading only. The maximum shear stress under the stratified slab was modeled by a finite element simulation (Habermann et al., 2008). As SMP derived values of strength are larger by about two orders of magnitude than values of shear strength found in literature (Marshall and Johnson, 2009), the values of \( S \) are much higher than typical values of e.g. the skier stability index (Jamieson and Johnston, 1998). Nonetheless, Reuter et al. (2015) showed that \( S \) was clearly related to Rutschblock scores.

Fig. 1. On the left, photography of the Steintälli field site (looking towards the southwest) with 3 out of 25 cells, one with field staff at work (No. 16) and two (No. 17 and No. 21) with sampling locations (red dots). On the right, map showing the field site with sampling locations (contour line interval is 20 m). Red dots indicating SMP profiles and measurements of terrain parameters and snow depth.
2.4. Crack propagation propensity

The snowpack’s propensity to support crack propagation in a weak layer may be estimated as the critical crack length $r_c$ for unstable crack propagation. The critical crack length was obtained by finding the real, positive root of the formulation of the specific fracture energy $w_f$ given by Eq. (4) in Schweizer et al. (2011):

$$w_f/E_{fi} r_c = H \frac{H}{2E_{fi}} \left[ w_0 + w_1 \frac{r_c}{H} + w_2 \frac{r_c^2}{H^2} + w_3 \frac{r_c^3}{H^3} + w_4 \frac{r_c^4}{H^4} \right].$$

with

$$w_0 = \frac{3\eta^2}{4} r_c^2,$$

$$w_1 = \left( \pi \gamma - \frac{3n}{2} \right) r_c^2 + 3\eta^2 \tau \alpha + \pi \gamma \alpha^2,$$

$$w_2 = \tau^2 + \frac{3\eta^2}{2} \tau \alpha + 3\eta^2 \alpha^2,$$

$$w_3 = 3\eta^2 \alpha^2,$$

$$w_4 = 3\alpha^2,$$

with $E$ as the elastic modulus, $H$ as the slab thickness, $\eta = \sqrt{4(1 + \nu)/5}$, $\gamma = 1$ as the mismatch parameter, $\nu$ as the Poisson’s ratio, $\tau = -\rho g H \sin(\alpha)$ as the shear stress and $\sigma = -\rho g H \cos(\alpha)$ as the normal stress including density $\rho$, gravity $g$ and slope angle $\alpha$. This approach requires an assumption about the elastic modulus $E$ of the entire slab, i.e. the bulk modulus. Following Reuter et al. (2015) we used the bulk effective modulus obtained from finite element simulations to account for snow stratigraphy, as assuming a uniform slab results in inaccurate estimates of the mechanical deformation energy (Schweizer et al., 2011).

2.5. Drivers

Our list of drivers is confined to easily available parameters and hence only includes slope aspect, snow depth and slope angle. The influence of each of these drivers may be on snowpack properties directly and/or indirectly by affecting the meteorological processes and thereby shaping snowpack properties.

2.5.1. Slope aspect and slope angle

Slope aspect and slope angle of the snow surface were available from manual observations at every SMP measurement location, but also from a 1 m-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) covering the Steintälli field site. The digital elevation model data were used to compare the terrain properties at the sampling locations with the distribution characteristic of the basin.

Slope aspects are not equally represented in our field site according to calculations from digital elevation model data (Fig. 2a). Our samples show the same uneven distribution with considerably more members between north–south and south than between south–west and north in a clockwise sense. We consider our samples representative of the field site, as distributions have similar characteristics, sampling locations were selected randomly in the 25 grid cells and the observation density is about one per 1000 m$^2$ on average.

Rather than splitting the compass rose into four or eight sections and introducing classes, we introduced continuous weighting functions for aspects. We used the first two terms of a Fourier series expansion (Fig. 3) to characterize the observed aspects. The aspect variable $asp_{E-W}$ gives aspects with an easterly component a higher weight ($asp_{E-W} = 1$) than those with a westerly component ($asp_{E-W} = -1$). We consider this variable as our field site lies in a small basin which opens to the east and is sheltered to the west. The aspect variable $asp_{N-S}$ weighs northerly ($asp_{N-S} = 1$) against southerly aspects ($asp_{N-S} = -1$). This transformation basically models the course of the sun. For example, for the aspect SE (=135°) the values of the aspect variables are $asp_{E-W} = 0.71$ and $asp_{N-S} (135°) = -0.71$, whereas for $E (=90°)$ they are 1 and 0, respectively.

Our samples of slope angles were almost normally distributed with a maximum ($N = 187$) in the range of 15–20° (Fig. 2b). From digital elevation model data of the entire field site we know that the distribution of slope angles also peaks between 15° and 20° indicating that our samples are representative of the field site characteristics.

2.5.2. Snow depth and slab depth

The distribution of snow depth in our data set was almost normally distributed with a mean of 1.65 m and was slightly skewed to lower values (median 1.52 m). Also for the snow depth, our samples can be considered as representative of the field site’s snow depth distribution as laser scan derived snow depths of the same day had very similar almost Gaussian distributions (Fig. 2c). We explore snow depth data from manual measurements close to SMP measurement locations and repeated laser scans of the Steintälli field site. Snow distribution in the Steintälli basin was determined by terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) using the Riegl LPM-321 device operating at 905 nm (Veitinger et al., 2014). Prokop (2008) and Prokop et al. (2008) demonstrated the suitability of this scanner for snow depth measurements in alpine terrain. Grünewald et al. (2010), by comparing TLS with Tachymeter measurements, established a mean deviation of 4 cm with a standard deviation of 5 cm at distances up to 250 m. In order to georeference the scans, we installed six reflector plates at different distances and angles from the scanner position. The plates were attached to existing weather stations or drilled into rockwalls; this assured stable positions over the 3-year measurement period. The laser scanner was mounted

![Fig. 2](image-url) Probability density functions fitted to terrain parameters normalized by area. (a) For aspects derived from DEM (black line) and from manual field measurements on the indicated dates (colored lines). (b) For slope angles derived from DEM (black line) and from manual field measurements on the indicated dates (colored lines). (c) For snow depth on the indicated dates derived from TLS (colored dashed lines) and from manual field measurements (colored solid lines).
2.5.3. Representativity of field samples

In order to assess if the samples we collected in the field were representative of the basin we compared our field sample distributions of aspect, slope angle and snow depth with the distribution of the terrain parameters from the DEM and of snow depth from TLS. Therefore, we resampled the DEM as well as the TLS data 100 times each in the sampling area to obtain comparable sample sizes and performed a U-test (Table 1). In 9 out of 15 cases the majority of the repeated tests indicated that our field samples were representative of the entire basin. On 3 March 2011 and 13 February 2012 samples were representative for all parameters, whereas this was not always the case on the other field days. Still, comparing the distributions visually (Fig. 2) suggests that distribution were rather similar.

2.6. Relating snow instability to simple drivers

In order to assess the predictive power of simple drivers for point snow instability, we used a stepwise method of multiple linear regressions (MLR) (Draper and Smith, 1998). The presumed drivers slope angle, aspect and snow depth were fed into MLR models as predictors. The dependent variable was either the modeled failure initiation criterion on S or the modeled critical crack length \( r_c \). For this analysis a regression model was created by stepwise increasing the number of predictors until the predictive power did no longer improve significantly resulting in a final model (F-test, significance level \( p = 0.05 \)). We report the \( p \)-values for testing if a coefficient is not zero. Only drivers with \( p \)-values \( p \leq 0.05 \) appear in the final model and the reported \( p \)-values refer to the final model. For excluded predictors the \( p \)-value is reported that would result if the predictor was included in the final model. We consider drivers as relevant if their regression coefficient standard error \( \Delta(r) < 50\% \) and their \( p \)-value \( p \leq 0.05 \).

Moreover, the Pearson correlation coefficient \( r_p \), the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient \( r_s \) and the value of significance \( p \) of the regression slope assuming significance for \( p < 0.05 \) are presented to describe the strength of linear relations.

3. Results

3.1. General avalanche conditions

Three out of five field campaigns we carried out on days with ‘moderate’ avalanche danger. In one case the avalanche danger was rated ‘low’ and in another case ‘considerable’ (Table 2). In Fig. 4 we present maps of snow depth anomaly from the daily mean with modeled point snow instability estimates for 3 March 2011 and 13 February 2012. On these days the danger level was ‘considerable’ and ‘moderate’, respectively, which is reflected in both instability criteria; on 3 March 2011 the average modeled critical crack length \( r_c = 26 \text{ cm} \) was lower than on 13 February 2012 \( r_c = 48 \text{ cm} \). Also the average of the failure initiation criterion yielded lower values on 3 March 2011 \( S = 167 \) than on 13 February 2012 \( S = 238 \).

Overall, the modeled critical crack length was lowest for days with ‘considerable’ avalanche danger with a median of \( r_c = 0.26 \text{ m} \) (Fig. 5). In those cases when the avalanche danger was rated ‘moderate’ the median critical crack length was \( r_c = 0.42 \text{ m} \). Interestingly, modeled values of \( r_c \) were lower on 28 January 2011 (median \( r_c = 0.36 \text{ m} \), when the avalanche danger was rated ‘low’. Also, the results of the crack propagation tests rather indicated that cracks may propagate: PST 46/120 cm END on an east-facing slope, ECT 11/11 on a south-facing slope and ECT 23/pp on a north-facing slope. But due to the soft slab, widespread crack propagation was deemed unlikely. We measured an average penetration force of 0.07 N and a density of 112 kg m\(^{-3}\) of the surface slab layer with the SMP. About 1 month later, on 3 March 2011, the same weak layer was buried deeper and the danger level

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Slope angle</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Snow depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 January 2011</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 March 2011</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 February 2012</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 March 2012</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 January 2013</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>No. of SMP</th>
<th>Danger level</th>
<th>Days since snowfall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 January 2011</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>2 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 March 2011</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>considerable</td>
<td>4 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 February 2012</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>19 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 March 2012</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 January 2013</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>3 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was ‘considerable’. On this day, we observed several whumps and also modeled short critical crack lengths (orange box in Fig. 5) confirming an increased propensity for crack propagation. A similar tendency was observed for the stability criterion $S$. However, the differences between the danger levels ‘moderate’ and ‘considerable’ were not as pronounced.

3.2. Simple drivers

We investigated the predictive power of slope aspect, snow depth and slope angle for the two modeled metrics of snow instability, and also related them to slab depth. In the following we present the results for the specific drivers, first by analyzing the field days all together, then by comparing the characteristics of the single field days.

3.2.1. Slope aspect

Considering all five field campaigns together, the aspect variable $asp_{N-S}$ was not significantly related to our measures of instability. The aspect variable $asp_{E-W}$, however, showed statistically significant negative relations meaning that on slopes with aspects in the eastern half-space lower values of both, modeled critical crack length and stability criterion $S$ were observed (Table 3). The polar plot in Fig. 6 shows the distribution of modeled critical crack length by aspect for the entire dataset. A slightly higher density of lower and intermediate values was found in the east-south-eastern (ESE) sector which together with the east-north-eastern (ENE) is contrasted with the NNE and SSE sectors and the NNW and the SSW sectors. The western sectors (WNW and WSW) had few cases and less influence on the trend of the aspect variable $asp_{E-W}$. The polar plot for the failure initiation criterion $S$ looked similar.
i.e. with a deep snowpack a significantly lower propensity for crack propagation was modeled (Fig. 7). The correlation was fair ($r_p = 0.20$), but the linear trend was significant ($p < 0.01$). On the other hand, the relation between snow depth and the failure initiation criterion was not significant for the entire dataset.

In contrast to the findings for the entire dataset, snow depth was not related to the modeled critical crack length (Table 3) on any of the single days. Considering the other measure of instability, snow depth was positively related to the instability criterion $S$ in two cases, namely on 28 January 2011 and 10 January 2013 (Table 3); this means the thicker the snowpack the harder failure initiation. On 3 March 2011, however, snow depth was negatively correlated with the instability criterion $S$.

In Fig. 4 snow depth anomalies from the daily mean are overlain with the modeled critical crack length and the failure initiation criterion. The distribution of snow depth was very similar on both days (and also on the other days; not shown). Consistent features were found in the northwestern corner of the maps where three finger-like features indicate large snow depths and in the central part where undulations of snow depth appear going from south to north. To some extent also the distributions of crack propagation and failure initiation propensity recurred. For both criteria the highest values were found on the south-facing slopes with a shallow snowpack. In the central part, however, differences of snow instability were not as clearly related to variations in snow depth. In summary, to some extent, large scale snow instability variations across our field site may be explained by snow depth variations, but features at a smaller scale, i.e. at the scale of tens of meters, do not seem to be related to patterns of snow depth.

### Slope angle

If all field days were considered jointly, the slope angle was related to the failure initiation criterion, but not to the propensity of crack propagation. The sign of the regression coefficient (Table 3) indicated that on steeper slopes failures can be initiated more easily. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the failure initiation criterion $S$ for classes of slope angles. The median failure initiation criterion per class tended to decrease with increasing slope angle indicating easier failure initiation on steeper slopes ($r_p = -0.79, p = 0.03$). However, for the class with slope angles between 30° and 35°, including the steepest slopes we sample, the median value of $S$ was slightly higher than for the preceding class; this increase is likely due to the fact that this class contains a small number of cases ($N = 40$) from south-facing slopes with rather high values of $S$.

Considering the single days, in three out of the four cases when slope angle was a driver of modeled snow instability, steeper slopes had higher values of critical crack length $r_c$ or stability criterion $S$ (Table 3). However, in our field site most steep slopes (>30°) are found on southerly aspects. Often we observed that slopes on southerly aspects were

### Table 3

The $p$-values of the regression coefficients between potential drivers and the modeled critical crack length $r_c$ as well as the stability criterion $S$ shown for single field days and the entire dataset (all). Potential drivers: $asp_{E-W}$ and $asp_{N-S}$, i.e. aspects in the eastern (northern) vs. aspects in the western (southern) half-space, snow depth and slope angle. Bold values indicate significance on a level of 5% and a regression coefficient standard error $\Delta(r) \leq 50\%$. Black colors denote a positive, blue colors a negative relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>$asp_{E-W}$</th>
<th>$asp_{N-S}$</th>
<th>Snow depth</th>
<th>Slope angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 January 2011</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 March 2011</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 February 2012</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 March 2012</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 January 2013</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All days</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 6.** Distribution of modeled critical crack length $r_c$ by aspect (degrees from North) for all field measurements. Bright colors indicate short cut lengths ($N = 613$); eight outliers with $r_c > 0.8$ m are not shown.

**Fig. 7.** Modeled critical crack length versus manually measured snow depth for all field days, indicated by different colors ($N = 613$); eight outliers with $r_c > 0.8$ m are not shown.
Slabs are stronger, i.e. have higher specific fracture energy resulting in shorter crack lengths given the same spread of energy and usually have shorter crack lengths. Therefore, we cannot tell which process, higher slab load or higher specific fracture energy, caused the relations we observed.

### 3.2.4. Slab Depth

Performing a correlation analysis with slab depth led to very consistent, positive significant relations with the failure initiation criterion \( S \) (\( p \)-values \( p < 0.05 \) on all single days). Also, when considering the entire dataset slab depth was a significant positive driver with \( p < 0.01 \).

The crack propagation propensity was in three out of five cases significantly related with slab depth, but not considering the entire dataset slab depth was a significant positive driver \( p = 0.35 \). In two cases (13 February 2012 and 9 March 2012) the relation was negative, i.e. below thicker slabs shorter critical crack lengths were modeled. In one case (3 March 2011), the relation was positive, in other words, below shallow slabs short critical crack lengths were modeled. There are plausible explanations for these seemingly contradictory findings. On one hand, thicker slabs release more energy and usually have shorter crack lengths given the same weak layer properties. On the other hand, weak layers below thicker slabs are stronger, i.e. have higher specific fracture energy resulting in longer critical crack lengths. However, based on our simple analysis we cannot tell which process, higher slab load or higher specific fracture energy, caused the relations we observed.

Slab depth was not correlated with snow depth \( r_p = -0.14 \), i.e. snow depth should not be considered as an indicator of slab depth. Relationships of snow depth with the failure initiation criterion \( S \) existed on single days as shown above, but no clear relation was found for the entire dataset including all five field days. In cases when slab depth (i.e. weak layer depth) is known, for instance, when measuring or observing snow stratigraphy, more information on snow instability is already available and we would not rely on simple drivers.

### 4. Discussion

The layered structure of the snowpack suggests that temporary influences of external (e.g. wind) and internal (e.g. metamorphism) processes cause differences in layer properties (Schweizer et al., 2008b). The presented work aims at analyzing if simple drivers, which combine external and internal processes, are suitable for predicting differences in snow instability at the basin scale. With available objective measures of snow instability (Reuter et al., 2015), we were for the first time able to relate multiple objective measures of snow instability with terrain parameters and measurements of snow depth.

The failure initiation and the crack propagation propensity within the basin were mapped for two situations with danger level ‘moderate’ (13 February 2012) and ‘considerable’ (3 March 2011) (Fig. 4). Whereas the failure initiation criterion \( S \) was quite variable on 3 March 2011 and on 13 February 2012, the modeled critical crack length \( r_c \) showed less variable results on both days. On both days several locations existed where a failure could have been initiated, but on 13 February 2012 the crack propagation propensity was lower than on 3 March 2011 where especially in the central part of our field site modeled critical crack lengths were short. These qualitative results at the basin scale highlight the importance of the two separate processes, failure initiation and crack propagation with respect to snow instability. However, only a spatial analysis may allow assessing the influence of spatial variations on avalanche release.

Snow instability distributions within a region were investigated by Schweizer et al. (2003a) who evaluated manual observations and snow profiles from five field campaigns with varying avalanche conditions. They found distinct snow instability distributions for the three danger levels ‘low’, ‘moderate’ and ‘considerable’. In our limited data set covering only 5 days we also obtained stability distributions (Fig. 5). The distributions were well representing the danger levels ‘considerable’ and ‘moderate’. Still, our snow instability criteria did not reflect the lower propagation propensity on 1 day with danger level ‘low’, which may be due to the slab properties the algorithm currently still neglects, possibly the tensile strength of the slab. The results for our snow instability criteria showed the same behavior as in Schweizer et al. (2003a). Except for one situation on 28 January 2011 when due to a soft and low cohesion slab widespread avalanching was unlikely.

In our analysis, time spans between field campaigns and the last snowfall (deposition of the topmost slab layers) ranged from 1 to 19 days. On 13 February 2012 when the upper part of the slab was 19 days old, aspect was clearly a dominant driver. Both aspect variables were significant for both instability criteria. In the cases of more recently deposited slabs, differences in snow instability were not as much associated with slope aspect. Also right after storms, like on 9 March 2012, only one driver was found to be significant. Both results suggest that with aging of the slab layers the influence of the driver slope aspect on snow instability grew. Similar results were already presented by Birkeland (2001) who identified more drivers in his field campaigns after variable weather conditions than after sustained snow storms. Schweizer et al. (2008a) also observed less variation right after storms than after a subsequent fair weather period.

Snow instability patterns are supposed to be caused by terrain and weather conditions as atmospheric processes in combination with terrain set the boundary conditions for the evolution of the mountain snowpack (Schweizer et al., 2008b). The incoming radiation on a slope is a function of the incident angle. Hence, slope aspect plays a major role for the heat energy input into the snowpack and controls snow temperature and hence affects stability (Reuter and Schweizer, 2012). Also, snow deposition depends on slope aspect which is consequently anticipated to be a driver of snow density and hence stiffness. Differences in snow instability were in all cases related to aspect. This finding is in line with previous research, for instance with Schweizer et al. (2003b) who observed that often differences in snow instability were explained by aspect. Two variables were introduced explaining differences between easterly and westerly aspects which are likely caused by wind, and between northerly and southerly aspects which are likely caused by incoming shortwave radiation but also wind direction. We found that on east-facing slopes the propensity of failure initiation was higher in four out of five cases and of crack propagation in two out of five cases. With respect to north-south differences the aspect variable indicated significant trends in two cases, once with higher values on north-facing slopes than on south-facing ones, and once vice versa. Finding the reason for this discrepancy, would involve a more detailed analysis of all ingredients controlling our measures of snow instability.
played a significant snowpack layer. They explained surface hoar presence in one region with slope angle and the absolute deviation from north—similar to our aspect variable \( \text{asp}_{N-S} \.

Also in our cases we found weak layers to be present over the entire basin, however, with varying strength and specific fracture energy. Internal processes such as sintering and metamorphism suggest that deeper snowpacks have weak layers which are stronger and not as prone to fracture under loading compared to shallower snowpacks (Jamieson et al., 2007). Snow depth was not related to the modeled critical crack length (Table 3) on any of the single days, but for the entire dataset snow depth was a significant driver. The failure initiation criterion was on three out of five field days driven by snow depth—with varying sign of correlation. Considering the entire dataset including all 5 days, a relation between snow depth and the failure initiation criterion was not found. Hence, on a single day, an association between snow depth and snow instability does not always exist, whereas on average, when we compare many different snow conditions we may observe a trend of increasing values of snowpack stability with increasing snow depth—controlled by the crack propagation propensity. Considering both, failure initiation and crack propagation as required ingredients of snow instability our findings agree with frequently reported significant positive correlations between snow depth and snow stability for different observation times and field sites with varying snowpack conditions at the regional scale (Schweizer et al., 2003b; Zeidler and Jamieson, 2004). An anticipated relation between the failure initiation criterion and snow depth on average, i.e. for the entire dataset, was not confirmed. Our measurements of snow depth were not even correlated with slab depth, which is closely tied to failure initiation.

We found recurring patterns of snow depth in accordance with previous studies (Grünewald et al., 2010). Also, some patterns of the crack propagation and failure initiation propensity recurved. Values were highest on south-facing slopes with a shallow snowpack in the northern part of our field site, whereas differences of snow instability were not as clearly related to variations of snow depth within the central part of our basin. It seems that snow depth variations can explain patterns of snow instability on a larger scale, such as across our field site, but are not necessarily indicative of small scale variations of snow instability at the scale of tens of meters.

We excluded slab depth from the MLR analysis, as it is no simple driver, i.e. there is no widespread data available on the depth of the weak layer. Automated, repeated LIDAR measurements could provide this piece of information, provided the exact burial time of the relevant weak layer is known and snow settlement is negligible.

Slope angle affects the incident solar radiation and hence partly controls snow temperature. Snow instability also directly depends on slope angle, as with slope incline the stress state due to loading shifts towards higher shear and lower normal stresses. On single days, we observed three times positive and once negative relations with our measures of snow instability in the four cases when slope angle was a driver. This finding is somewhat counterintuitive. If we consider, for example, the definition of the skier stability index where the shear stress increases with increasing slope angle, lower values of the skier stability index are expected on steeper slopes. However, the distribution of steep slopes (>30°) within our field site is imbalanced towards considerably more cases on south-facing slopes. In other words, the stability might have been simply less critical on the south-facing slopes which at the same time are the steepest ones we usually sample. Thus, results for single days are questionable. The entire dataset representing many different snowpack conditions, however, showed that the slope angle played a significant role in controlling the failure initiation propensity. Decreasing values of the failure initiation criterion 5, i.e. failure is more likely, were associated with increasing slope angle. In the past, studies investigating the role of the slope angle as a potential driver of snow instability found contradicting results. Previous studies presented field data on the crack propagation propensity (Gauthier and Jamieson, 2008a; Heierli et al., 2011), on the propensity of failure initiation based on ECT scores on slopes (e.g. Simenhois et al., 2012) and on snow instability in general (Schweizer et al., 2003a) and did not find a significant relation with slope angle. Jamieson (1999) and Campbell and Jamieson (2007), however, found a correlation of decreasing compression and Rutschblock test scores with increasing slope angle, respectively. In this study, however, snow instability was modeled with a two-step approach considering failure initiation and crack propagation, two important requirements for slab avalanche release. Our results suggest a slight increase of the failure initiation propensity with slope angle, which is the first step in the chain of events preceding avalanche release.

The data on simple drivers we presented were determined from manual field observations with typical observation uncertainties of about 5” for aspects, 1 cm for snow depth and 3” for slope angles. Snow instability data were derived from post-processed snow micro-penetrometer signals representing several sources of uncertainty. The uncertainty can be assessed in comparisons with experimental data and yields about 2 cm for modeled critical crack lengths (RMSE) and about one Rutschblock score for the modeled failure initiation criterion (Reuter et al., 2015); this roughly corresponds to an uncertainty \( \Delta(5) \approx 40 \). The snow depth derived from TLS measurements has an accuracy of about 10 cm (Grünewald et al., 2010).

### 5. Conclusions

We presented an application of a new method to derive point snow instability from SMP measurements allowing observer-independent measurements of snow instability. By performing multiple spatially distributed snow micro-penetrometer measurements in a small alpine basin we obtained a unique dataset covering five different avalanche situations. Maps from two different snow instability situations provided a qualitative picture of the spatial distribution of snow instability with respect to the propensity of failure initiation and crack propagation. Our measures of snow instability were able to reproduce snow instability distributions characteristic of the avalanche danger level as observed in previous studies.

Following our hypothesis that simple drivers may explain differences in snow instability to a significant extent, we related our objective measurements of snow instability to simple drivers, rather than process drivers: slope aspect, snow depth and slope angle. The most prominent driver was slope aspect. We observed that the older the slab was the more differences of snow instability were reflected in the driver aspect. In our field site significant differences of snow instability existed between east-facing and west-facing slopes. On single field days a stepwise MLR analysis showed different relationships, positive and negative, between drivers and our measures of snow instability depending on the situation. Applying the analysis on the entire dataset which contains many different snow conditions revealed that snow depth was a driver of the crack propagation propensity and slope angle was a driver of the failure initiation propensity. Briefly, on average, thicker snowpacks tended to produce longer critical crack lengths and on steeper slopes failure initiation was easier. Our results compared well with previous studies identifying aspect and snow depth as important drivers of snow instability at the slope as well as at the regional scale. Furthermore, slab depth was very clearly positively related with the failure initiation criterion 5 confirming that a failure is more easily initiated below a shallow slab.

Also, this study sheds new light on the role of the slope angle in view of snow instability which was often controversially discussed. Our results suggest that slope angle mainly controls the propensity of failure initiation and thus influences snow instability since both criteria need to be fulfilled for avalanche formation (Reuter et al., 2015). In our field data set the modeled critical crack length, however, never significantly decreased with increasing slope angle. This trend was anticipated
from the knock-down function presented by Gaume et al. (2014), but was not verified in the field, yet. Recurring patterns of snow depth could only to some extent explain differences in snow instability. To better resolve small scale patterns of snow instability and explore relations with external drivers a geostatistical analysis of the presented dataset will be required.

To sum up, simple drivers exist and may help to enhance our predictions of snow instability, but we should bear in mind the influences to avoid over-interpreting. Certainly, micro-meteorological and snow cover modeling have the potential to account for external and internal drivers separately and will be a logical next step. Nonetheless, due to their good availability and their ties with the processes influencing snow instability exploring the role of simple drivers seems worthwhile. The processes shaping the mountain snowpack and thus controlling snow instability exploring the role of simple drivers seems worthwhile.
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